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Abstract. This paper shows how an organisation modelling approach can be used to model
the dynamics of biological organisation, in particular the circulatory system in biological
organisms (mammals). This system consists of a number of components that are connected
and grouped together. Dynamic properties at different levels of aggregation of this
organisation model have been identified, and interlevel relationships between these
dynamic properties at different aggregation levels were made explicit. Based on the
executable properties simulation has been performed and properties have been checked for
the produced simulation traces. Thus the logical relationships between properties at
different aggregation levels have been verified. Moreover, relationships between roles
within the organisation model and realisers of these roles have been defined. This case
study shows that within biological and medical domains organisation modelling techniques
can play a useful role in modelling complex systems at a high level of abstraction.

1 Introduction
In biological systems often many complex distributed interacting processes take
place, that together result in some form of coherent joint action. Examples of such
biological systems are mammals, insect colonies and bacteria. During evolution,
Nature has developed several forms of organisational structure; typical examples are
the organisation of a beehive, the coordinated processes of organs in mammals, and
the well-organised regulated biochemistry of a living cell. Usually such biological
systems are addressed by modelling the underlying physical/chemical processes by
mathematical and system theoretical techniques, for example sets of differential
equations; e.g., [26]. For some small unicellular organisms, a few isolated chemical
pathways are understood in sufficient kinetic detail to obtain a description (by
differential equations) of their import and primary processing of nutrients; e.g., in
Escherichia coli [22], [24], or yeast [21]. However, even if all details would be
available, at best this approach provides a description that is inherently low-level and
complex. The adequacy of such mathematical techniques addressing the underlying
physical/chemical level can be questioned. Such approaches do not exploit the
apparent organisational structure that can be identified at a conceptual level within the
biological systems addressed; the types of techniques often used are not tuned to
modelling at such a conceptual level of the organisation of the distributed interacting
processes.
In the area of organisation modelling, to handle complex distributed dynamics of
the interaction between multiple agents in human society, often some type of
organisational structure is exploited. The dynamics that emerge from multiple
interacting agents within human society has been studied within Social Sciences in

the area of Organisation Theory (e.g., [12], [13], [17], [19]) and within Artificial
Intelligence in the area of Agent Systems (e.g., [2], [25]). To manage complex,
decentralised dynamics in human society, organisational structure is a crucial
element: organisation provides a structuring and co-ordination of the processes in
such a manner that a process or agent involved can function in a more adequate
manner. The dynamics shown by a given organisational structure is much more
dependable than in an entirely unstructured situation. To exploit such organisational
structures in a society particularly in modelling of these processes, within the agent
systems area a number of conceptual modelling approaches have been developed,
where a specific form of organisational structure is taken as a central concept. One of
the recently developed organisational modelling approaches is the Agent/Group/Role
(AGR) approach introduced in [3], extended with operational semantics in [4], and
with a specification language for dynamic properties in [5].
Like in human societies, as discussed above, many biological systems take the
form of complex organised distributed interacting processes. Therefore a natural
research question addressed in this paper is whether organisational modelling
techniques provide adequate means to model such biological systems at a conceptualorganisational level. If such an approach succeeds, it may be expected that it results
in models of a much higher level than those addressing the biological processes at the
level of their physiology or chemistry. A relating hypothesis is that such higher-level
models can be simulated and analysed much more easily than the more complex
mathematical models. These are the issues addressed in this paper. To explore these
issues, in a rather arbitrary manner one specific available organisation modelling
framework has been chosen and one specific organised biological phenomenon on
which this organisation modelling framework was applied.
The chosen organisation modelling framework is the one described in [10],
addressing both analysis and simulation of AGR-models, and supported by a software
environment; a formal foundation can be found in [10]. This dynamic modelling
environment allows to
• specify dynamic properties for the different elements and levels of
aggregation within an AGR organisation model
• relate these dynamic properties to each other according to the organisational
structure
• use dynamic properties in executable form as a declarative specification of a
simulation model and perform simulation experiments
• automatically check dynamic properties for simulated or empirical traces
The goal of this paper is, in particular, to illustrate how this dynamic modelling
framework for organisations, whilst being a conceptual approach, can also be used to
model complex organised dynamics in biological systems involving several
interacting processes.
The chosen case study for such a biological system, concerns the most primary
dynamics of the circulatory system in biological organisms (mammals in particular).
This biological system shows sufficient complexity to be an interesting challenge. In
the literature, many different kinds of cardiovascular (CV) models exist, typically
based on modelling the physiology by differential equations. The first modern CV
models were based on the Windkessel theory (the idea that arterial elasticity has a
buffering effect on the pulsatile nature of blood flow), e.g. [16], [18], [20]. Another
modern approach, that is influential in CV modelling today, makes use of
hydrodynamic pulse-wave models [6], [10], [16], [18]. Furthermore, a distinction can

be made between so-called transmission line models [27], segmental models [7], [15],
[23], [28] and hybrid models. What all these approaches have in common is that they
use rather complex models based on differential equations at the level of detailed
physiology to describe the dynamics of this system.
In contrast, the current paper shows that the organisation modelling approach,
although initially meant for purely social systems, provides adequate models in this
type of application area as well. Realisers of roles within such an organisation models
are active components of the biological system. As a result, this kind of biological
organisations can also be considered in a way as (pseudo-)social systems, especially
in the sense that the processes involved within these active components have to cooperate in a well-organised manner in order to produce the desired or required
behavior for the overall system.
In Section 2 a brief introduction of the AGR organisation modelling approach can
be found and illustrated for the context of the circulatory system. In Section 3 the
dynamic properties at different levels of aggregation of this organisation model are
identified. In Section 4 the relationships between these dynamic properties at
different levels are presented. Section 5 describes how part of the dynamic properties
can be used to enable a simulation of the circulatory system. In Section 6 the
remaining properties are validated against the simulation of Section 5. Finally,
Section 7 provides a description of how specific agents can be allocated to roles
within the AGR approach.

2 The Organisation Structure of the Circulatory System
This section presents the organisation structure for the biological case study
undertaken to investigate the usefulness of the AGR multi-agent organisation
modelling approach to biological systems: the circulatory system in mammals. After a
description of the functioning of the circulatory system, the AGR approach is briefly
introduced. Next, the approach is applied to the circulatory system by identifying the
organisational structure, expressed by AGR in terms of roles, groups, and interactions
between these elements, and the agents realising these roles.

2.1 The Circulatory System
The circulatory system takes care for a number of capacities, such as providing
nutrients and oxygen to the body and taking wastes (e.g., CO2) out of the body; e.g.,
[18], [20]. The main property to focus on in this example is that the system provides
oxygen for all parts of the body. The organisation of the circulatory system S is
analysed as consisting of the following active components (or agents) that by showing
their reactive and pro-active behavior all play their roles within the overall process:
• heart
• capillaries in lungs and other organs
• arteries
ο pulmonary artery channels (from the heart to the capillaries in the lungs)
ο aorta channels (from heart to the capillaries in the body)
• veins

ο
ο

pulmonary veins (from the capillaries in the lungs to the heart)
inferior and superior vena cava (from the capillaries in the body to the
heart)
These active components work together due to some structure, as schematically
depicted in Figure 1. Note that Figure 1 only describes the material structure of the
circulatory system; the components depicted are physical components. Such pictures
do not account for the role that the different physical components play in the
organised process as a whole. For example the similarity in roles of the components
in the systemic cycle (left hand side) and in the pulmonary cycle (right hand side) are
not made precise. To clarify such functional and organisational aspects and
similarities, the organisational structure will be described in the next subsections.
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Fig. 1. Schema for the circulatory system

2.2 AGR Organisational Structures
To model an organisation, the Agent/Group/Role (AGR) approach, adopted from [3]
is used. The organisational structure is the specification of a specific multi-agent
organisation based on a definition of groups, roles and their relationships within the
organisation:
• An organisation as a whole is composed of a number of groups.
• A group structure identifies the roles and (intragroup) interaction between
roles, and transfers between roles needed for such interactions.
• In addition, intergroup role relations between roles of different groups
specify the connectivity of groups within an organisation.
The modelling approach is further explained and illustrated by the application to
the circulatory system in mammals.

2.3 Groups and Roles within the Circulatory System
The left-hand side and the right-hand side of the picture in Figure 1 are organised
according to a similar structure:
- The heart initiates the flow,
- which is led by (aorta, resp. pulmonary artery) arteries or channels to
- organs (lung, resp. other organs) where exchange takes place,
- from where the flow is led by (pulmonary, resp. inferior and superior vena
cava) veins
- back to the heart.
Here, in each of the two sides the heart plays two roles, one of a well, initiating the
flow, and one of a drain, where the flow disappears (and will re-appear in the other
side).
The similarity of the two parts of the circulatory system enables to model their
common structure in an abstract manner in the form of a more generic group
structure G which has two instantiations within the circulatory system: one for the
left hand side (called systemic cycle, used for oxygen supply, among others), and one
for the right hand side (called pulmonary cycle, used for oxygen uptake, among
others). Modelling the system from this perspective provides several advantages over
the material perspective shown in Figure 1. For instance, the possibility to describe
both main cycles by a single, generic group structure allows us to identify certain
similarities between the two cycles. Moreover, such generic structures could enable
comparative studies with systems in other organisms than mammals.
Generic Group Structure G
The generic group structure G (see Figure 2) consists of the following five roles:
well, supply guidance, exchange, drain guidance, drain.
Transfers and intragroup role interactions within G
The transfers underlying the interactions between roles are depicted in Figure 2. A
short explanation of these interactions is as follows:
well – supply guidance role interaction
If the well comes up with a new flow, then this flow will be picked up by the
supply guidance, and transported further.
supply guidance – exchange role interaction
If the supply guidance delivers a flow, then the exchange role will take out
substances from this flow and will insert other substances in the flow.
exchange – drain guidance role interaction
The flow resulting from the exchange will be picked up by and transported by
the drain guidance.
drain guidance – drain role interaction
If the drain guidance delivers a flow, then this is picked up by the drain (which
lets it disappear).
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Fig. 2. Roles and transfers within the generic group structure G

Group instances and role instances
Two instances of the generic group structure G are used: the pulmonary cycle group
instance Gp and the systemic cycle group instance Gs. Based on the generic group
structure G, for each of the group instances different role instances are defined. These
role instances are denoted by using the group instance name as a prefix; i.e., the role
instances systemic cycle well, systemic cycle supply guidance, systemic cycle
exchange, systemic cycle drain guidance, systemic cycle drain within the systemic
cycle group instance, and similar for the pulmonary group instance.
Allocation of agents to role instances
The relation between Figure 2 and Figure 1 is such that to each role instance depicted
in Figure 2, a specific agent is allocated in Figure 1. This is the case for both the
pulmonary cycle group instance and the systemic cycle group instance. In particular,
for the systemic cycle group instance the allocation of agents to role instances is as
follows:
heart
- systemic cycle well
aorta channels
- systemic cycle supply guidance
organ capillaries
- systemic cycle exchange
inferior and superior vena cava
- systemic cycle drain guidance
heart
- systemic cycle drain
For the pulmonary cycle group instance the allocation of agents to role instances is as
follows:
heart
- pulmonary cycle well
pulmonary channels
- pulmonary cycle supply guidance
lung capillaries
- pulmonary cycle exchange
pulmonary veins
- pulmonary cycle drain guidance
heart
- pulmonary cycle drain
The allocation of agents to role instances is discussed in more detail in Section 7.

2.4 Connectivity between groups: intergroup role interactions
The connectivity between the groups within the organisation structure is realised by
two intergroup role interactions: from the drain role instance within one group to the
well role instance in the other group, in both directions; see Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Intergroup role interactions

In a generic sense such an intergroup role interaction can be explained by stating
that the flow taken out by the drain role instance in one group instance is supplied
within the other group instance by the well role instance. For the two group instances
in the example these interactions are briefly explained as follows.
• pulmonary cycle drain – systemic cycle well role interaction
The oxygen-rich blood flow taken out by the pulmonary cycle drain role
instance within the pulmonary cycle group instance is supplied to the
systemic cycle well role instance within the systemic cycle group instance
• systemic cycle drain – pulmonary cycle well role interaction
The oxygen-poor blood flow taken out by the systemic cycle drain role
instance within the systemic cycle group instance is supplied to the
pulmonary cycle well role instance within the pulmonary cycle group
instance

3 Dynamic Properties at Different Levels within the Organisation
To describe the functioning of the circulatory system S as an organisation, the
following types of dynamic properties can be used (in the paper limited to properties
related to oxygen supply which is a core function of the circulatory system):
• dynamic properties of the organisation as a whole

•
•

dynamic properties for groups and intergroup role interactions
properties of roles, transfer properties and intragroup role interactions within
a group.
Moreover, usually some environmental assumptions are needed. The argument "s"
when appearing in the name of a property refers to the instance of that property
suitable for the systemic cycle group, similarly the argument "p" refers to the
pulmonary cycle group.
3.1 Environment Assumptions
For the circulatory system S two reasonable environmental assumptions are:
EA1

Oxygen availability
At any point in time oxygen is present in the lungs

EA2(i) Stimulus occurrence (with maximal interval i)
For any point in time t there exists a time point with t < t’ ≤ t + i such that at
t’ a stimulus occurs.
3.2 Dynamic Properties of the Organisation as a Whole
Global properties can be expressed for proper functioning of the flow through the
cycles (taken at the well), and for resulting oxygen provision through the capillaries.
GP1(w) Well successfulness (with maximal interval w)
After an initiation time t0, for any point t there exists a time point t’ with t <
t’ ≤ t + w such that at t’ a fluid with ingredients I is generated by the well.
Here I is a specification of ingredients, for example by a list of them, possibly with
indications of concentrations.
Note that this global property depends on the organisation as a whole, not only on
the group of the well. This property can be instantiated both for the well within the
pulmonary cycle group (GP1(p, wp)), and for the well within the systemic cycle group
(GP1(s, ws)).
GP2(d) Oxygen delivery successfulness (with maximal interval d)
After an initiation time t0, for any point t there exists a time point t’ with t <
t’ ≤ t + d such that at t’ by exchange oxygen is delivered to the organs.
3.3 Intergroup Role Interaction Properties
Intergroup role interaction properties relate roles in different groups. They typically
express a dynamic relation between the input of one role in one group to the output of
another role in another group. For the organisation of the circulatory system S
consisting of two group instances as depicted in Figure 3 the following intergroup role
interaction property has been specified. Again, this property can be instantiated both

for the well within the pulmonary cycle group (IrRI(p, cp, rp)), and for the well within
the systemic cycle group (IrRI(s, cs, rs)).
IrRI(c, r)
Drain– well intergroup role interaction
At any point in time t0
if
at some t ≤ t0 the drain within some group instance Gi received a
fluid volume V with ingredients I
and between t and t0 no stimulus occurred
and at t0 a stimulus occurs
then
there exists a time point t1 with t0 + c ≤ t1 ≤ t0 + r such that at t1
the well within the other group instance Gj generates a fluid volume
V with ingredients I
3.4 Dynamic Properties of Groups
Within an overall organisation, each group’s contribution can be formulated in the
form of some group property. An example of such a group property is the following.
GR(u, v, u’, v’) Group successfulness
At any point in time t,
if
at t the well generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exist time points t’ ≤ t" with t + u ≤ t’ ≤ t + v and t + u’ ≤ t" ≤
t + v’ such that at t'ingredient A is added to the environment and
ingredient B taken from the environment
and at t" the drain receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I - A + B
Here V is an amount of fluid and I is a specification of ingredients, as before. The
notation I - A + B is used for the specification of the ingredients of I except A and
augmented by B. The group specific property instances according to group instances
are called GR(s, us, vs, u’s, v’s) and GR(p, up, vp, u’p, v’p). For the pulmonary group instance
GR(p) the air is environment, A is carbonacid, and B is oxygen, for the systemic group
instance GR(s) the environment is formed by the organs of the body, A is oxygen, and
B is carbonacid. The difference in meaning of A and B for instantiations according to
group instances is valid in other properties as well.
The dynamic properties of the different groups and of their interactions modelled
by intergroup role interactions, contribute to the overall properties of S.
As discussed in [5], some dynamic group properties have a specific form in that
they relate one role in the group to another role in the group. The two types of such
properties that are relevant (transfer properties and intragroup role interaction
properties) are discussed in the following section.
3.5 Transfer and Intragroup Role Interaction Properties
Intragroup role interaction properties characterise how roles (have to) interact. They
typically relate the output of one role to the output of another role. This is slightly
more abstract than role behavior and transfer properties.
IaRI(a1, b1)

Well implies supply guidance

At any point in time t
if
the well generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t’ with t + a1 ≤ t’ ≤ t + b1 such that at t’
the supply guidance generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
IaRI2(a2, b2) Supply guidance implies exchange
At any point in time t
if
the supply guidance generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t’ with t + a2 ≤ t’ ≤ t + b2 such that at t’
ingredient A is added to the object and ingredient B taken from the object
and the exchange generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I - A + B
IaRI3(a3, b3) Exchange implies drain guidance
At any point in time t
if
the exchange generates a fluid volume V with ingredients J
then
there exists a time point t’ with t + a3 ≤ t’ ≤ t + b3 such that at t’
the drain guidance generates a fluid volume V with ingredients J
Transfer properties express that the different roles are connected in an appropriate
manner to enable proper interaction. For each of the four arrows in Figure 3 a transfer
property expresses that the proper connection exists between the output of one role
and the input of the other role. In a general form delays can be taken into account for
the transfers. However, for this example, these delays for transfers are assumed to be
0 (input state property is assumed identical to previous output state property), i.e., all
gi’ s and hi’ s are 0.
TR1(g1, h1)
Well connects to supply guidance
At any point in time t
if
the well generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t'with t + g1 ≤ t'≤ t + h1 such that at t'
the supply guidance receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I
This property is not fulfilled, for example, if the well opening is not connected to
the supply guidance, so that the generated fluid volume streams away in the
environment without reaching the supply guidance.
TR2(g2, h2)
Supply guidance connects to exchange
At any point in time t
if
the supply guidance generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t'with t + g2 ≤ t'≤ t + h2 such that at t'
the exchange receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I
TR3(g3, h3)
Exchange connects to drain guidance
At any point in time t
if
the exchange generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t'with t + g3 ≤ t'≤ t + h3 such that at t'
the drain guidance receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I

TR4(g4, h4)
Drain guidance connects to drain
At any point in time t

if
then

the drain guidance generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
there exists a time point t’ with t + g4 ≤ t’ ≤ t + h4 such that at t’
the drain receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I

3.6 Role Behavior Properties
Role behavior properties abstract from the specific agent allocated to a role, but
characterise which behavior an agent fulfilling this role needs to have. Such properties
typically relate the input of a role to the output of the same role.
supply guidance behavior
The arteries contribute in transportation. This means that that if their input receives
blood, then their output generates blood with the same ingredients.
RB1(e1, f1)
Supply guidance effectiveness
At any point in time t
if
the supply guidance receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t’ with t + e1 ≤ t’ ≤ t + f1 such that at t’
it generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I
exchange behavior
RB2(e2, f2)
Exchange effectiveness
At any point in time t
if
the exchange receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t’ with t + e2 ≤ t’ ≤ t + f2 such that at t’
ingredient A is added to the object (environment, i.e., lung or
organ)
and ingredient B is taken from the object
and it generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I - A + B
drain guidance behavior
RB3(e3, f3)
Drain guidance effectiveness
At any point in time t
if
the drain guidance receives a fluid volume V with ingredients I
then
there exists a time point t’ with t + e3 ≤ t’ ≤ t + f3 such that at t’
it generates a fluid volume V with ingredients I

4 Relationships between Dynamic Properties at Different Levels
The idea is that dynamics of the whole organised (multi-agent) system is generated by
lower level properties, in particular by the group properties and intergroup interaction
properties. In turn, group dynamics is generated by role behavior and transfer within a
group. This is elaborated in more detail by identifying logical relationships between
these dynamic properties.

4.1 Overall Properties: Oxygen Delivery Successfulness
The global property GP2 (oxygen delivery successfulness) depends on the systemic
cycle instance of global property GP1 (well successfulness), assuming proper group
functioning of the same group instance. To be more precise, the following
relationship holds:
GP1(s, w) & GR(s, us, vs, u’ s, v’ s) ⇒ GP2(d)

with d = w + vs.
So property GP2(d) is implied by two other properties, i.e., GP1(s, w) and GR(s, us,
This implication are depicted in Figure 4. A sketch of a proof of this
implication is as follows. Suppose GP1(s, w) holds. Then, after an initiation time t0,
for any point t there exists a time point t’ with t < t’ ≤ t + w such that at t’ a fluid with
ingredients I is generated by the well of the systemic cycle. And if GR(s, us, vs, u’s, v’ s)
holds as well, this means that the systemic cycle works correctly. Thus, from the fluid
generated by the well, oxygen is finally taken and delivered to the organs. It can be
concluded that after an initiation time t0, for any point t there exists a time point t’
with t < t’ ≤ t + d such that at t’ by exchange oxygen is delivered to the organs, which
is exactly what GP2(d) states. Furthermore, it is known that w is the maximum time
interval for fluid generation by the well, and vs is the maximum time interval for
oxygen supply by the systemic cycle. Hence, it follows logically that d = w + vs.
The relationships that GP1(s, w) and GR(s, us, vs, u’s, v’s) have with other properties
are depicted in Figures 5 and 6.
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Fig. 4. Oxygen delivery successfulness related to global property GP1(s) and a group property.

4.2 Overall Properties: Well Successfulness
Well successfulness depends on proper functioning of the whole cycle; it needs as
input that a fluid volume is received. If the whole cycle functions well, the group
properties, intergroup role interaction properties, and environmental assumption EA2
guarantee that this well functioning is maintained. However, the process needs a
starting point. This starting point is assumed for the well within both groups at time
point t = 0 in the following form:
Init(winit)
Well initialisation
There exists a time point t with 0 ≤ t ≤ winit such that at t
the well in the pulmonary group instance generates a fluid volume
V with any ingredients I
and the well in the systemic group instance generates a fluid volume V’

with any ingredients I’
Using these properties the following relationships can be established (see also
Figure 5).
Init(winit) & GR(s, us,vs,u’ s,v’ s) & GR(p, up,vp,u’ p,v’ p) & IrRI(s, cs,rs) & IrRI(p, cp,rp)
& EA2(i) ⇒ GP1(s, w s)

with ws = max(winit, max(i, v’p)+rs).
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Fig. 5. Global property GP1(s) related to other properties

4.3 Group Properties
A group property is related in an integrative manner to a combination of intragroup
role interaction properties.
IaRI1(s, a1s, b1s) & IaRI2(s, a2s, b2s) & IaRI2(s, a3s, b3s) ⇒ GR(s, us,vs,u’ s,v’ s)

with us = a1s + a2s, vs = b1s + b2s, u’s = a1s + a2s + a3s, v’s = b1s + b2s + b3s.
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Fig. 6. Group property related to intragroup interaction properties

Intragroup role interaction properties relate to role behavior properties and transfer
properties in the following manner.
TR1(s) & RB1s(s, e1s, f1s) ⇒ IaRI1(s, e1s, f1s)
TR2(s) & RB2(s, e2s, f2s) ⇒ IaRI2(s, e2s, f2s)
TR3(s) & RB3(s, e3s, f3s) ⇒ IaRI3(s, e3s, f3s)
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Fig. 7. Intragroup interaction properties related to role behavior and transfer properties

4.4 Overview
In Figure 8 an overview can be found for all dynamic properties relating to GP1s.
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Fig. 8. Overview of the interlevel relationships for global property GP1(s)

5 Simulation
A software environment has been created to enable the simulation of executable
organisation models specified at a high conceptual level [10]. The input of this
simulation environment is a set of dynamic properties in a specific, executable format.
In [9] the language TTL was introduced as an expressive language for the purpose of
specification and checking of dynamic properties. For the purpose of simulation, to
obtain computational efficiency the format used for dynamic properties is more
restricted than the TTL format used to specify various types of dynamic properties:
they are in so-called leads to format; cf. [10]. This is a real time-valued variant of
Executable Temporal Logic [1]. Roughly spoken, in leads to format the following can
be expressed:

if a stateSURSHUW\ KROGVIRUDWLPHLQWHUYDOZLWKGXUDWLRQJ
WKHQDIWHUVRPHGHOD\ EHWZHHQHDQGI DQRWKHUVWDWHSURSHUW\ ZLOOKROGIRUD
time interval h

This specific temporal relationship leads to is applicable forward as well as backward
in time. Hence, LI DQG DUHVWDWHSURSHUWLHVDQG OHDGVWR WKLVDOVRPHDQVWKDWLI
 KROGV IRU D WLPH LQWHUYDO RI OHQJWK K WKHQ  KHOG GXULQJ VRPH WLPH LQWHUYDO ZLWK
length g, of which the starting point was between e and f before the starting point of
the second interval. A formal definition of this leads to relation is as follows. Here
state(T, t) denotes the state at time t in trace T , and S |== α that in a state S state
property α holds. Moreover, Traces denotes the set of all possible traces.
Definition
(a) Let α , β ∈ SPROP(AllOnt). The state property α follows state property β, denoted by
α→
→e, f, g, h β, with time delay interval [e, f] and duration parameters g and h if
∀T ∈ Traces ∀t1:
[∀t ∈ [t1 - g, t1) : state(T, t) |== α ⇒ ∃d ∈ [e, f] ∀t ∈ [t1 + d, t1 + d + h) : state(T, t) |== β ]
(b) Conversely, the state property β originates from state property α, denoted by
α •e, f, g, h β, with time delay in [e, f] and duration parameters g and h if
∀ T ∈ Traces ∀ t2:
[∀t ∈ [t2, t2 + h) : state(T, t) |== β ⇒ ∃d ∈ [e, f] ∀t ∈ [t2 - d - g, t2 - d) state(T, t) |== α]
(c) If both α →
→e,f,g,h β, and α •e,f,g,h β hold, then α leads to β this is denoted by:
α •→
→e,f,g,h β .

Making use of these leads to properties, the software environment generates
simulation traces (actually the follows relations are used in the simulation software; if
in a specification there is only one way to reach each β, then this automatically results
in leads to relations holding). A trace is developed by starting at time t = 0 and for
each time point up to which the trace already has been constructed, checking which
antecedents of executable properties hold in the already constructed trace. For these
executable properties, add the consequent to the trace, i.e., extend the trace in time in
such a manner that the consequent holds.
Table 1. Time parameters for leads to properties
Property

RB1(p)
RB1(s)
RB2(p)
RB2(s)
RB3(p)
RB3 (s)
IrRI(p)
IrRI(s)

Minimal
delay
(e)
3
10
5
5
3
10
5
5

Maximal
delay
(f)
5
20
10
10
5
20
10
10

Duration
antecedent
(g)
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Duration
consequent
(h)
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
10

The relation between the specification and the constructed trace is that the trace is
a model (in the logical sense) of the theory defined by the specification, i.e., all
executable dynamic leads to properties of the specification hold in the trace.
To be able to simulate the behavior of the circulatory system, all leaves of the tree
in Figure 8 have been expressed in leads to format. That is, all intergroup role

interaction properties, role behavior properties, transfer properties, and the special
starting point property Init. The values chosen for the timing parameters are shown in
Table 1.
The resulting trace is shown in Figure 9. Time is on the horizontal axis, the
properties are on the vertical axis. A dark box on top of the line indicates that the
property is true during that time period, and a lighter box below the line indicates that
the property is false during that time period. The line labeled stimulus_occurs, for
example, depicts the property that a heart stimulus occurs. This property is true from
time point 0 to 5, from 80 to 85, from 160 to 165, and so on. Notice that this is
exactly the intended dynamics according to environmental assumption EA2. Also
notice that for the maximum interval s within EA2, the value 80 has been chosen
within this example. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows that after a stimulus has occurred,
the wells of both groups generate fluid, which is immediately received by the supply
guidances (since the delays for transfers were assumed to be 0). After that, in both
groups the fluid continues to the exchange. Since the systemic cycle is longer than the
pulmonary cycle (the aorta channels are longer than the pulmonary artery channels),
it takes more time for the supply guidance in the systemic group to generate fluid.
Next, some moments after the exchange has received a fluid, it can be seen that the
ingredients are actually exchanged. After that, fluid goes from the exchange to the
drain guidance and finally to the drain.

Fig. 9. Results of the simulation of executable properties of the circulatory system

6 Checking Properties
Logical relationships between properties, as depicted in the tree of Figure 8, can be
very useful in the analysis of dynamic properties of an organisation (like the
circulatory system in this particular case); also see [8]. For example, if for a given
trace of the system the global property GP1(s) is not satisfied, then by a refutation
process it can be concluded that either one of the group properties, or one of the
intergroup role interaction properties, or the property Init does not hold. If, after

checking these properties, it turns out that GR(p) does not hold, then either one of the
intragroup role interaction properties or TR4(p) does not hold. By this refutation
analysis it follows that if GP1(s) does not hold for a given trace, then, via the
intermediate properties, the cause of this malfunctioning can be found in the set of
leaves of the tree of Figure 8.
In order to determine which one of the properties encountered in this refutation
process actually is refuted, some mechanism is needed to check if a certain property
holds for a given trace. To this end, the simulation software described above
automatically produces log files containing the traces. In addition, software has been
developed that is able to read in these log files together with a set of dynamic
properties (in leads to format), and to perform the checking process. This is done in
two directions. On the one hand, each atom occurring in the trace is ‘explained’ , i.e.,
the software verifies if there was a reason for its presence, according to the dynamic
properties. On the other hand, for each atom a check is performed whether all atoms
it implies according to the dynamic properties are actually there. As a result, the
software determines not only whether the properties hold for the trace or not, but in
case of failure, it also pinpoints which parts of the trace violate the properties. If a
property does not hold completely, this is marked by the program. Yellow marks
indicate unexpected events, occurring when certain atoms cannot be explained. Red
marks indicate events that have not happened, whilst they should have happened.
Checks of this kind have actually been performed for all of the higher level properties
of Figure 8, i.e., for all nodes of the tree that are no leaves. They all turned out to hold
for the trace of Figure 9, which validates the tree.
In addition, recently other software has been developed (and is still being
improved) that is able to check traces against properties in the TTL format instead of
the leads to format. Since TTL, as mentioned in Section 5, has a considerably higher
expressiveness, this new software enables to check much more complex properties.
For instance, for the present case study, the property “the higher the number of
stimuli, the more oxygen is delivered in the lungs” has been checked successfully.
Checks of this kind are normally performed in less than a second. Future work
involves exploring the limits to the amount of complexity that the software can
handle.

7 Realisation of the Organisation by Allocation of Agents
An organisation model such as the one presented in this paper provides an abstract
model for the manner in which multiple interacting processes or agents generate
dynamics. The specific agents are not part of such an organisation model. Instead the
notion of role provides an abstract entity or placeholder for where specific agents
come in. In the example domain addressed here these agents are active biological
components such as the heart, lungs, and other organs. An important advantage of
this abstraction is that the dynamics can be modeled independent of the specific
choices of agents. The organisation model can be (re)used for any allocation of agents
to roles for which:
• for each role, the allocated agent’ s behavior satisfies the dynamic role
properties,

•

for each intergroup role interaction, one agent is allocated to both roles and its
behavior satisfies the intergroup role interaction properties, and
• the communication between agents satisfies the respective transfer properties.
Expressed differently, for a given allocation of agents to roles the following logical
relationships between dynamic properties hold:
agent – role
from dynamic agent properties to dynamic role properties:
agent A is allocated to role r &
dynamic properties of agent A
⇒
dynamic properties of role r
As an example for the case of the circulatory system, one can think of the aorta
channels as agent A and of the systemic cycle supply guidance as role r (also see the
allocation schema at the end of Section 2.3).
agent – intergroup role interaction
from dynamic agent properties to dynamic intergroup role interaction properties:
agent A is allocated to roles r1 and r2 in different groups &
dynamic properties of agent A
⇒
dynamic properties of intergroup role interaction between r1 and r2
As an example, one can think of the heart as agent A and of the systemic cycle
well and the pulmonary cycle drain as role r1 and r2, respectively.
agent communication – role transfer
from dynamic agent communication properties to dynamic transfer properties:
agent A is allocated to role r1 and agent B to role r2 in one group &
dynamic properties of communication from A to B ⇒
dynamic properties of transfer from r1 to r2
As an example, one can think of the aorta channels as agent A, of the systemic
cycle supply guidance as role r1, of the organ capillaries as agent B and of the
systemic cycle exchange as role r2.

8 Discussion
The aim of this paper was to investigate whether modelling techniques from the area
of organisation modelling (already shown to be successful for human organisations in,
e.g., [8], [11]) provide adequate means to model at a high level of abstraction the
dynamics of biological systems in which multiple distributed interacting processes
play a role. As a case study the circulatory system in biological organisms (mammals)
was explored using a chosen organisation modelling framework.
In the literature, many different kinds of cardiovascular models exist, typically
based on modelling the physiology by differential equations. In contrast to these
mathematical models of the circulatory system our paper shows how an organisation
modelling approach such as the chosen one (other organisation modelling approaches
may well be as applicable as the chosen one) can be used to model the dynamics of

biological organisation for the case of the circulatory system at a high conceptual
level. This system consists of a number of components that are connected and
grouped together in such a manner that everything functions in a coherent manner. It
was shown how active components within the circulatory system can be considered
realisers of the roles within the organisation model. Dynamic properties at different
levels of aggregation of this organisation model have been identified, and logical
interlevel relationships between these dynamic properties at different aggregation
levels were made explicit. Based on the executable properties, simulation has been
performed and properties have been (automatically) checked for the produced
simulation traces. Thus the logical interlevel relationships between properties have
been verified. The variant of executable temporal logic (extending the approach
described in [1]) used for simulation has as an advantage that it is guaranteed that a
generated trace satisfies the specified executable dynamic properties. Since these
dynamic properties stand in logical relationships to other (more complex, not
necessarily executable) dynamic properties, this form of simulation facilitates logical
analysis of the dynamics at different levels of aggregation.
In summary, it turned out that, at least for the chosen domain, the chosen
organisation modelling approach provides adequate means for high-level modelling
of the complexity of the dynamics of biological organisms. For example, a strong
contrast in abstraction and manageability of the model was found with modelling
techniques based on differential equations that provide less transparent, low-level
models. This outcome was confirmed by a case study in another biological domain in
which the organisation of intracellular processes was modelled.
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